ANIMATED ACTION ASCENDED

alt. title: “Brawling In Space Simulator 2015”
Travel the cosmos of the CERBERUS Network, catch bounties, and battle police corruption
in Desperado Voyage!

Desperado Voyage is the next generation of beat-em-ups, with a focus on
smooth play combined with stylish animation and an art style reminiscent of
both comic book and animated films.
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Desperado Voyage's storyline follows three characters: Tyrone Kenzington, Natasha
Williams, and Aida G'ndraeda, as they find their fates tied to each other when all three of
them are designated high-level threats to the galaxy by the CERBERUS Police Department,
who watches over the CERBERUS Neoplanet Network, a small galaxy comprised of
destroyed planets that were rebuilt by mankind over a period of centuries.
In this society, collecting Criminals, Vigilantes, and Desperados is considered a full-time
job; bounty hunting has become an economy and a genuine business, and business is
good. Tyrone and Natasha are the Thunderforce Twins, a Black duo of Hunters who have
become extremely well-known over the galaxy as being two of the best Hunters in the
field, with a 95% success rate on their missions. When the duo is found with the
Desperado, Aida G'ndraeda, they find themselves suddenly labeled as Vigilantes by the
police, and now find themselves on the run...
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Desperado Voyage's combat should be familiar if you've ever played games like Devil May
Cry, Aces Wild, Tekken, Fatal Fury, or even Super Smash Bros. We're aiming for a game
that anyone who's ever played an action game can jump into the game quickly and
understand the general idea of how to play, but we also want to make the game simple
enough that people who have never played an action game can warm up to the genre and
pull off extremely cool-looking movements and combos!
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String together punches and kicks to perform a variety of moves and combos, combining
button presses with joystick motions to perform special attacks ala most fighting games.
Attacks can be canceled in a variety of ways to increase combo potential or dodge into
safety. Most characters also have a second fighting style that they can switch to by tapping
a button.
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Style-Switching is a fairly big part of the combat in DVG. Some characters, like Tyrone,
switch their fighting stance and are able to access a second move set, containing
completely different moves, and can transition between styles in combos.
Other characters, like Natasha and Aida, are equipped with weapons that have lots of
various effects that can be equipped and unequipped with the Style Switch button.
Every character also has a huge variety of “Impact Strikes”-- powerful moves that, upon
connecting with the opponent, deal serious damage and play a super-stylish animation of
the attack landing! The cinematic aspect of Impact Strikes is set up to add lots of oomph to
strong attacks, and further blur the line between hardcore action game and stylish
animated film!
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The art style of Desperado Voyage is heavily influenced by the work of Takeshi Koike
(REDLINE, Trava: Fist Planet, Afro Samurai Pilot) and Production I.G. (Dead Leaves, FLCL),
with lots of slick, sharp character design, and extremely exaggerated, eye-catching action.
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In-game, DVG will be using high-definition, 720p pixel art, with extremely smooth
animation that will rival old-school fighting classics like Street Fighter III and Garou: Mark
of the Wolves.
Ultra-fluid animation will be key in this game for both the cinematic presentation and the
depth of the action!

Various character designs & concepts (cops, punks, cowboys, etc: Left) + Mason Piston (Right) by Greg Goodson
The CERBERUS Network is populated with a huge variety of humans, aliens, robots, and monsters, giving the
world a huge variety of characters to meet. Most characters have their own backstories, and will even be able to
be unlocked and used as characters in a huge variety of both one-player and multiplayer modes!
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Desperado Voyage will be released in “episode packs,” each episode
containing at least one main story arc, and short “filler episodes” (secret
levels, side missions, etc)-- just like a TV show!
The full length of Desperado Voyage is to be determined as we go further
on in development. The more support we have, the more episodes we can
produce!
If this project interests you, please consider contributing to us through
FundRazr or by buying some of our past projects like The Joylancer:
Legendary Motor Knight and ACTION SIX!
-tj thomas
Founder, Director & Producer
alpha six productions
http://a6productions.com/
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